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Executive Summary
The Multi-Materials Stewardship Board (MMSB) was established in 1996 to support and promote
sustainable waste management through the development and implementation of waste diversion
and public education programs. A Crown agency of the Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, MMSB reports to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change.
In December 2021, MMSB was tasked by the provincial government’s Department of Environment
and Climate Change to undertake a consultation process to understand stakeholder perspectives
on the development of an extended producer responsibility (EPR) plan for a packaging and paper
products (PPP) recycling program in Newfoundland and Labrador. As part of the process, MMSB
held an educational full-day consultation session on Thursday, June 2, 2022, where stakeholders
representing public, private, regional and municipal interests were invited to attend in person or
online to learn more about an extended producer responsibility (EPR) approach to PPP recycling.
Speakers representing both public and private stakeholders from across Canada shared their
knowledge and experience on the topic.

Observations & Recommendations from Consultation Session
•

There is growing momentum among the provinces towards full EPR models.
Those who began with partial EPR models are in the process of implementing
new programs or are conducting consultations exploring full EPR programs. British
Columbia is often mentioned as the benchmark for a full EPR model.

•

Clearer legislation and regulations about roles and responsibilities for all
stakeholders reduces opportunities for ambiguity and uncertainty. A comprehensive
framework provides the structure necessary to hold stakeholders, organizations and
brand owners/producers accountable for their actions and responsibilities.

•

Consistent oversight and enforcement are critical. Legislation may provide
the framework, but without proper and consistent resources to oversee and
ensure accurate reporting, there is no obligation for producers to participate or
repercussions if they fail to act.

•

Space must be created for learning and evolution over time. In many examples, initial
baseline data was non-existent or inaccurate when programs were first implemented.
Ensure consistent review and revisions be made based on program and industry
learnings and changes.

•

Municipalities and regions are eager to receive funding from stewardship models,
but are hesitant to relinquish control, especially when significant investment have
been made in infrastructure.
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•

Transition planning is critical to a program’s success. Open dialogue and
collaboration between key stakeholders is needed, as well as timelines with some
buffer to allow for a smooth transition.

•

Many provinces have implemented de minimis clauses that exempt businesses of
a certain size in revenue, registered charitable organizations, and businesses that
create less than a certain amount of packaging from EPR requirements to minimize
the financial and administrative burden on industry,

•

Harmonizing regulations across provinces can help create efficiencies and potentially
increase uptake by producers, especially large national and multi-national entities
that operate on a larger scale in all provinces.

•

Consistent public education and engagement are necessary to continue building
awareness and program support over time.

Further consultation meetings and sessions will be held later in the year, as well as
consideration of written feedback from stakeholders.
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Consultation Process
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Consultation Process
In December 2021, MMSB was directed by the Department of Environment and Climate Change
to undertake a consultation process to understand stakeholder perspectives on the development
of an EPR plan for a PPP recycling program in Newfoundland and Labrador. Following that
direction, MMSB held educational sessions with stakeholders that would be most impacted by
a new regulation, including three regional authorities, the City of St John’s and staff from the
Department of Environment and Climate Change.
The consultation process also outlined two formal sessions for stakeholders - the first of which
took place on Thursday, June 2, 2022 in-person and virtually, with a total 64 participants
registering to attend from various organizations, including:
• Association of Regional
Waste Management
Authorities of
Saskatchewan
• Canadian Beverage
Association
• Canadian Federation of
Independent Business
• Cariboo Regional District,
British Columbia
• Carton Council Canada
• Circular Materials
• City of St. John’s

• City of Vancouver

• Nova Scotia Environment

• Department of Digital
Government & Service NL

• Recycle NB

• Department of Environment
& Climate Change
• Divert NS
• Food, Health & Consumer
Products of Canada
• Hebert’s Recycling
• MMSB Board and staff
• Municipalities
Newfoundland and
Labrador

• Regional Waste
Management Authorities
• Resource Productivity &
Recovery Authority
• Resource Recovery Alliance
• Retail Council of Canada
• Scotia Recycling
• The Paper and
Paperboard Packaging
Environmental Council

All attendees were invited to fill out a post-event survey and were encouraged to connect
directly with MMSB through written correspondence, or schedule group sessions or one-on-one
meetings if they had any outstanding questions or further commentary to provide. MMSB was
pleased with the feedback it received on the session inwhich participants rated the content of
the event highly. The survey also allowed participants to provide details on areas they would like
to explore further which will be reflected on as we continue to move through the consultation
process. In addition to survey response, MMSB has already set-up meetings with some
stakeholder groups to further explore their perspectives.
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The following table outlines all presenters that participated in the June 2, 2022 Consultation
Session. A copy of slide decks from each presentation can be found in the appendecies of this
document.
Presenters

Topic

Gary Ryan, Director of Programs, MMSB

Overview of Packaging and Paper Products
(PPP) Recycling in Newfoundland & Labrador

Glenda Gies, Principal, Glenda Gies and
Associates Inc.

Understanding EPR

Gary Ryan, Director of Programs, MMSB

Legislation for EPR Programs

Allen Langdon, CEO, Circular Materials

EPR from the Brand Owner Perspective

Robert Kenny, Recycling Development
Officer, Nova Scotia Environment
Frank LeBlanc, CEO, Recycle NB

Panel 1: Regulation and Oversight for EPR

Mary Cummins, Registrar, Resource
Productivity & Recovery Authority, Ontario
Anne Mathewson, Executive Director,
Association of Regional Waste Management
Authorities of Saskatchewan
Albert Shamess, Director, Waste
Management & Green Operations,
City of Vancouver, British Columbia

Panel 2: EPR Perspectives from Waste
Management Organizations

Tera Grady, Supervisor, Solid Waste
Management with the Cariboo Regional
District, British Columbia
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Packaging & Paper Products Recycling
in Newfoundland and Labrador
Presenter: Gary Ryan, Director of Programs, MMSB
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Packaging & Paper Products
Recycling in Newfoundland
and Labrador
There are eight waste management regions in
Newfoundland, and four within Labrador.

Newfoundland Regions
Eastern

Labrador Regions
Southern

Discovery

Northern

Burin Peninsula

Central

Coast of Bays

Western

Central
Baie Verte Peninsula-Green Bay
Western
Northern Peninsula
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Currently, curbside blue bag programs are accessible to 82% of households in Newfoundland
and Labrador. The programs cover residents of the eastern, western and central regions of
Newfoundland, and each program is unique to its own region.
There are currently no formal blue bag programs for five Newfoundland sub-regions or the four
regions of Labrador. There is, however, a small-scale, volunteer-run program in Happy ValleyGoose Bay that collects materials and redistributes them to central Newfoundland. The following
table provides an overview of each of the regions currently offering curbside recycling and
characteristics of their respective programs.
Residential Blue Bag Program Summary

Eastern

Central

Western

Program Start Date

2009

2015

2018

Voluntary / Mandatory

Voluntary

Mandatory

Mandatory

Colour of Bag Placed Curbside
(garbage & recycling)

Black &
Blue

Clear &
Blue

Clear &
Blue

Collection Frequency

Biweekly

Weekly

Weekly

Blue Bag Content

2 Bags
- Fibre
- Containers

1 Bag
- Fibre
- Containers

1 Bag
- Fibre
- Containers

Description of Blue Bag Materials

Same

Same

Same

What’s Included: Boxboard (i.e cereal boxes, egg cartons, food boxes), cardboard (i.e.
corrugated boxes, packaging materials), metal containers (i.e. aluminum, steel and tin cans,
disposable foil containers), mixed paper (i.e. enveloped, computer and construction paper),
paper containers (i.e. milk cartons, gable and tetra containers) and plastic containers (i.e.
toiletry bottles, food containers and bottles, tubs and lids).
Eastern Region Blue Bag Program
The City of St. John’s was one of the first stakeholders to implement a blue bag program in
2009. After considerable research and consultation with an engineering firm to develop best
practices, the City secured government funding for infrastructure and the implementation
of a two-bag system (containers and fibre) of biweekly curbside pickup. Infrastructure
was strategically developed with this process in mind: split trucks collected materials with
dedicated space for fibre collection on one side, and containers on the other. The materials
recovery facility (MRF) at Robin Hood Bay in St. John’s was built following this same design so
that fibre products could be dropped on one side, and containers on the other.
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Following the City’s two-bag approach, Paradise, Conception Bay South and Mount Pearl all
made investments in infrastructure to align with the program, and soon municipalities and the
Eastern Regional Service Board throughout the eastern region followed. Participation in the
blue bag program started off as voluntary in most of the eastern region, however the City of
St. John’s and Mount Pearl now have mandatory programs.
Central Region Blue Bag Program
In 2015, after conducting its own research and consultation process, Central Newfoundland
Waste Management selected a mandatory system where one bag containing both containers
and fibre is collected on a weekly basis. Significant investment was put into the development
of a MRF in the central region with the intention it would act as a host, processing materials for
smaller surrounding regions.
Western Region Blue Bag Program
In 2018 Western Regional Waste Management (WRWM) chose to adopt a similar program as
the central region: mandatory one-bag collection on a weekly basis. Upon review of other
programs, WRWM made the decision to contract out services in the operation of their transfer
stations and MRF.
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Residential Blue
Bag Performance

Eastern

Central

Western

Subtotal

Percent

Population

268,159

70,861

77,100

416,120

79.79%

Households

134,281

31,806

34,000

200,087

82.25%

141

109

82

332

76.15%

4,958

1,925

1,647

8,530

38%

52%

57%

43%

$688

$829

$629

$721

$11,700,000

$22,500,000

Number of
Communities
Weight of Materials
Collected at Curb
(tonnes)
Capture Rate
Net Cost Per
Tonne (collection,
transfer & MRF)
Capital Investment
in Plant/MRF

-

		
The total capture rate* for households with access to blue bag programs is 43%, while 57%
of materials go to landfills. Capture rates vary by region; as of 2019, western had the highest
capture rate at 57%, while eastern’s performance was the lowest at 38%. Capture rates
are impacted by two factors: education and enforcement. Without education, capture and
contamination rates rise. Adopting a mandatory program instead of a voluntary one is also
effective if coupled with proper enforcement to ensure accountability or compliance.
In 2021, MMSB engaged KMPG to conduct a comprehensive financial review and analysis
of residential blue bag programs in Newfoundland and Labrador. The net cost per tonne
differs by region and is based on a variety of factors. Western’s decision to contract a third
party resulted in their cost per tonne not including capital investments in a MRF or collection
infrastructure. For the eastern and central regions, cost per tonne includes program costs
for services and capital investments in infrastructure. Overall, there is a correlation between
higher volumes of material and lower costs per tonne as there are efficiencies to be had at a
larger scale.
Capture Rate -The percentage of recyclable materials that are captured in the recycling stream. Capture rate measures the effectiveness
of a recycling program. Achieving a capture rate of 100% requires that all recyclables be placed in the recycling stream and that the waste
stream consist solely of non-recyclable materials. When calculating capture rate, an audit is required to determine the amount of recyclable
material in both the garbage and recycling bag.
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Understanding Extended
Producer Responsibility
Presenter: Glenda Gies, Principal, Glenda Gies and Associates Inc.
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Understanding Extended Producer Responsibility
Historical Context
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) programs ensure that manufacturers are responsible
for the collection, recycling and disposal of their products when they reach the end of their use.
This shifts the expenses associated with end-of-life product management from taxpayers to the
producers and consumers of products. EPR programs also provide an incentive to producers to
incorporate environmental considerations in the design of their products.
The growth of centralized mass production and distribution systems during the Second World
War helped usher in the introduction of plastics for products and packaging. As more people
consumed more products with increased levels of packaging, the rates of waste materials rose
and required greater regulation and management.
By the 1970s there was growing interest for change, looking to manage waste resources in a
more mindful way. Within a Canadian context, there was interest in disposal alternatives that
led governments to establish and oversee Stewardship Programs that were implemented by
agencies on behalf of the government. Early programs were entirely devoted to diverting select
“problem material” from waste facilities, such as beverage containers that were commonly seen
in litter or hazardous materials that were difficult to dispose of. They did not include packaging
and paper products because they were part of residential collection services. Stewardship
programs were financed through visible fees the public would see at point of sale and were run
through a multi-stakeholder system of governance. Stakeholders included representatives from
industry trade associations (not usually producers), those representing the public interest, and
often entities collecting and managing materials were responsible for administration.
In the 1980s some corporations began to show an interest in end-of-life product management.
They began to support source separation whereby residents would separate their recyclable
products and packaging for collection separate from the mixed waste stream.
As global populations continued to grow, more people continued to consume more products
with more packaging, creating ever higher amounts of waste. In 1990, the term extended
producer responsibility (EPR) emerged as an environmental policy approach where producers
are given financial and/or physical responsibility for the treatment or disposal of post-consumer
products. First coined by the Swedish Ministry of Environment, the policy characterized EPR as
“an environmental protection strategy to reach an environmental objective of a decreased total
environmental impact of a product, by making the manufacturer of the product responsible for
the entire life cycle of the product and especially for the take-back, recycling and final disposal.” 1
1 Thomas Lindhqvist, “Towards an [EPR] - analysis of experiences and proposals“, April 1992.
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As the packaging of products has increasingly shifted from simple monomer plastics to
more complex polymer plastics, these materials require more complex recycling systems for
processing. They are also created with non-renewable resources, and as global reserves of
these resources are depleted, prices rise as there is competing demand for a limited supply.
As a result, we are beginning to see a growing paradigm shift away from a linear economy
model towards a circular economy where the materials that have been extracted and made into
products and packing are recirculated back into more products and packaging with minimal to
no waste.

EPR Approaches —Shared & Full Responsibility Models
There are two approaches to EPR for PPP: shared and full responsibility models.
Shared Model – Municipalities are responsible for the collection and processing of materials,
while producers contribute a portion of the costs, and municipal taxpayers cover the remainder.
Shared Responsibility Attributes
•

The commodity risk is shared according to the cost sharing structure between
municipalities and producers.

•

If targets are imposed, only the municipalities have the ability to deliver against
the targets because they are the entities that design the collection system and
manage the contracts for processing systems.

•

There is no link between the items that are supplied to consumers by producers
and the items that are collected from consumers by the municipalities. Producers
design PPP in isolation from the end-of-pipe considerations, and municipalities
manage PPP at the end-of pipe in isolation of supply considerations.

•

Cost sharing is typically an ongoing point of contention. Municipalities feel they
are not properly reimbursed while producers feel municipalities make inefficient
operational decisions for political reasons. There are also often disputes about the
payment process.
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Full Model – Producers are fully responsible for collection and management of materials.
Full Responsibility Attributes
•

Producers are financially responsible and bear the commodity risk.

•

Producers or their Producer Responsibility Organization (PRO)2 are responsible for
meeting performance targets.

•

Municipalities are typically offered a role as collectors under contract to producers.
It is usually structured as a commercial contract with a defined scope of services
and payment terms. If municipalities decline, producers remain responsible for
the delivery of collection services and must find other means to do so, typically by
issuing a request for proposals and hiring a private company to deliver services.

•

Opportunity for producers to understand the operational implications of their
products and packaging design choices. How well the feedback loop works
depends on regulatory context and the different roles and responsibilities
assumed.

•

The municipal role in providing services is usually not defined under a full EPR
model. This provides a better negotiating position for the municipality with
producers as required to provincial collection services.

It is worth noting that the majority of Canadian provinces using a shared responsibility
model are now moving to the full EPR model. They are no longer required to provide
collection services.
2 Usually a not-for-profit organization or an industry association, is the entity designated by a producer or producers to act on their behalf to
administer an extended producer responsibility or product stewardship program.
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Both Shared & Full Models
•

It is the role of government to establish policy.

•

Oversight and enforcement have traditionally been assumed by government with
varying levels of success. Consistent oversight and enforcement are critical to EPR
programs to ensure accurate reporting and producer participation. In Canada,
governments have historically been inconsistent in delegating human and financial
resources to the oversight and regulation of EPR, undermining the effectiveness
of the programs. As a result, some provinces have outsourced oversight and
enforcement to a delegated authority. Costs associated with oversight enforcement
can be recovered directly from obligated parties. Delegated authorities are able
to develop marketplace knowledge and technical expertise as their priorities and
efforts are focused on EPR programs. If the delegated authority option is chosen,
governments must identify how they will hold the authority accountable and how it
is governed.

•

The term collective responsibility is used for PROs who are legally liable for the
collection and management services, as well as meeting performance targets.
Producers are responsible for registering, reporting and paying fees to the PRO.
There has been a recent movement towards an individual responsibility model
where producers are individually responsible for delivering services and meeting
performance targets.

•

Producers can hire a PRO to assist, but the legal liability to deliver services would
remain with the producers, making them much more attentive to the collection and
management systems, as well as design and operations.
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Evolution of EPR Legislation
The following diagram provides an overview of the evolution of EPR in Canada.
First Generation EPR Legislation
Producers Submit Plan
for Government Approval

Next Generation EPR Legislation
Outcomes-based Regulation

Initially governments lacked
experience with EPR programs
and there was no baseline data
available upon which to build
regulations. They relied on
producers to propose program
design and performance targets.

Governments maintain full
policy control. Government
consults on policy objectives
and outcomes with producers
and stakeholders to develop
outcomes-based regulation.

Accessibility and performance
targets were the result of
negotiations between government
and producers and did not always
align with government objectives.

Government defines
obligations in regulation,
including accessibility
standard and performance
targets.

Plans used non-legal language that
made enforcement challenging.

Government legal counsel
drafts regulations to
accommodate enforceability.

Plans were quickly out-of-date and
needed regular renewal well before
their 5 year term.

Regulations require periodic
review and updating.

If a single PRO is accused of
abusing its monopoly position,
plan approval by government can
be used as a ‘regulated conduct’
defense under the Competition
Act.

Producers and PROs are
subject to the Competition Act
as there is no plan approval.
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PPP in Canada — shift to full EPR underway
Implementation
•

Ontario: Scheduled to transition from shared 50% EPR model to full EPR model by 2025

•

Quebec: Scheduled to transition to full EPR in 2025

•

New Brunswick: Plan based on full EPR due October 2022; implementation 6 months after
plan approval

•

British Columbia: Transition to full EPR complete

Consulting or Developing Regulation
•

Alberta: Regulation for full EPR expected in the fall

•

Manitoba: Transition plan with government for review, regulatory amendments pending.
Would shift from shared EPR (producers pay 80%) to full EPR

•

Yukon: Consulting

•

Saskatchewan: Consulting with consideration for full EPR. Currently shared EPR,
(producers pay 75%)

•

Nova Scotia: Consulting

•

Newfoundland and Labrador: Consulting

Implementation
Underway
Developing
Regulations
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Legislative Framework for EPR
Presenter: Gary Ryan, Director of Programs, MMSB
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Legislative Framework for EPR
Section 19 of the Environmental Protection Act provides the legislative framework for the
province’s waste management regulations and stipulates the roles and responsibilities of
MMSB as well as the programs it is mandated to deliver.
Environmental Protection Act Section 19: Creation of MMSB
Waste Management Regulations

Part 1:
Definition
of MMSB

Part 2:
Beverage
Container
Control
Program

Part 3:
Used Tire
Recycling
Program

Part 4:
Waste
Paint

Part 5:
Electronic
Waste

Part 6:
Used Oil
and
Glycol

Part 7:
PPP

As identified in the diagram above, MMSB’s mandate includes the management of the Used
Beverage Container Recycling and Used Tire Management Programs. Additionally, MMSB
works with the Department of Environment and Climate Change to research and develop
EPR regulations. Once regulations are established, MMSB is responsible for ensuring that
producers comply with approved timelines, operational requirements and diversion targets
as established in EPR program plans.
Newfoundland and Labrador currently has three EPR programs for electronics, waste
paint and used oil and glycol. All EPR programs currently operated in Newfoundland and
Labrador follow the full-responsibility model, where producers are accountable for the
financial and physical aspects of end-of-life management for products. Efforts are made
to harmonize regulations, aligning with existing frameworks both in Newfoundland and
Labrador and across Canada. Timing for the development and implementation of programs
varies.
While MMSB has been tasked with completing the consultation process for a new EPR program
for PPP, this does not mean that the definied roles of MMSB will be the same as what is stated
in Parts 4, 5 and 6 of the Regulation. Rather, that decision would be made by the Minister
of Climate Change and Environment and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador,
equipped with feedback collected from the consultation process.
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Introducing a Framework for PPP
Should the decision be made by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to move
forward, MMSB anticipates that legislation will have some consistencies with existing EPR
programs, as many sections are administrative in nature. For example, the subsections of
Part IV for Waste Paint listed below provide good insight into how a new regulation may be
structured in the province.
Part IV: Waste Paint
31.1

Definitions

31.2

Registration required

31.3

Restriction on supply of paint

31.4

Appointment of an agent

31.5

Transitional registration requirements

31.6

Contents of paint stewardship plan

31.7

Approval or imposition of plan

31.8

Amendment by board

31.9

Compliance required

31.10

Renewal of paint stewardship plan

31.11

Reuse rate

31.12

Annual report and other information

31.13

Consumer information

31.14

Passing on of costs

31.15

Fees

31.16

Remittance of fees, imposition of interest

31.17

Use of fees and interest

MMSB recognizes that the framework for an EPR program for PPP would be more complex,
which is why it is important to engage in meaningful consultation with stakeholders. Once
a draft framework is developed based on research and consultation, MMSB will allow
additional opportunities for stakeholder feedback before making a recommendation to the
Minister of Environment and Climate Change. From there, the Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador will make a decision on how it plans to proceed. A high level overview of the
process can be found on the following page.
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How to Advance EPR Programs in NL
1
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3

4

Research
existing and
planned EPR
PPP programs

Draft a plan
based upon
research and
internal policy

Submit plan
to Board &
Minister for
consideration

Carry out
consultations
and produce
“What We
Heard”
document

5

6

7

8

Brief Minister
on outcome of
consultation
and await
direction

If Government
decides to
proceed,
then direction
will be given
to amend
the waste
management
regulation

Amendment
goes to
Cabinet for
approval

Gazette
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EPR from the
Brand Owner Perspective
Presenter: Allen Langdon, CEO, Circular Materials
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EPR from the Brand Owner Perspective
Circular Materials is a national not-for-profit producer responsibility organization (PRO)
established to support producers with meeting their obligations under extended producer
responsibility (EPR) regulations across Canada. It was founded by 17 of Canada’s leading food,
beverage and consumer products manufacturers, restaurants and retailers (eg. McDonalds,
Coca-Cola, P&G).
The organization’s national objectives are focused on creating and overseeing a national
harmonized approach for producer compliance services and recycling supply chains to
unlock value for producers on a national scale and partner with other producer responsibility
organizations to encourage synergies and supply chain efficiencies.
Circular Materials is also working to provide producers with access to recycled content to
encourage a more circular economy, returning materials to producers to meet recycled content
goals and helping producers prepare for impending federal standards for plastic packaging.
Active in many provinces, Circular Materials has recently notably participated in the following:
•

Ontario: To meet Ontario’s transition timelines and increase efficiency, Circular
Materials will act as both an administrator responsible for operating a common
collection system for blue box material, and a PRO responsible for operating
a post-collection system for blue box material on behalf of Circular Materials’
producers.

•

Manitoba: Multi-Material Stewardship Manitoba (MMSM) will transition to Circular
Materials as its primary service provider effective January 1, 2023. Supporting the
province’s program transition, they will ultimately be responsible for financial and
steward management, as well as assist with municipal relations and supply chain
services to support the operation of the program.

•

New Brunswick: Consulting on the draft Stewardship Plan on behalf of producers,
which will be submitted to Recycle NB in mid-October 2022.

•

Alberta: Will be participating and supporting producers in meeting their obligations
under the packaging and paper products EPR program in Alberta. The final
Regulation is expected to be released in fall 2022.
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Regulation & Oversight

Panelists:
• Robert Kenny, Recycling Development Officer, Nova Scotia Environment
• Frank LeBlanc, CEO, Recycle NB
• Mary Cummins, Registrar, Resource Productivity & Recovery Authority, Ontario
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Regulation & Oversight
Nova Scotia
In 2013, Nova Scotia conducted their first public-wide consultation for a PPP EPR strategy.
Concerns for the financial costs small businesses could incur if mandatory participation was
required led to the process being halted at that time.
Recently, a second consultation took a more targeted approach to discussions. Consultations
engaged industry associations and producers, service providers and municipalities, and NGOs
and community groups to receive their feedback and input. The government is scheduled to
review findings and determine the next steps during summer 2022.
While the final consultation document has yet to be confirmed, the following are key points of
discussion that were considered and reviewed during Nova Scotia’s consultations:
•

The vast majority of municipalities indicated preference for a full producer EPR model with
the ability for municipalities to choose if they would like to opt-out.

•

Mandatory residential collection.

•

Defining which materials are included within the program. This includes packaging like
household products (eg. pie plates), and special consideration for more hazardous or
complicated materials like batteries, lighting and electronics.

•

Assigning franchisors responsibility for reporting rather than franchisees.

•

Importance of aligning on targets by material classifications.

•

Designating who is responsible for public awareness and education campaigns.

•

Using existing infrastructure where practical.

•

Defining processes and specified materials for collection from schools (K-12).

•

Consideration for industrial, commercial and institutional (IC&I) recyclables. Producers
have been hesitant to agree to this category of materials as they view it outside of the
materials they produce.

•

Greenhouse gases and litter. Litter can be complicated as it is not the producers who are
littering. Additional legislation separate to EPR may be needed for litter.

•

Defining participants, who is obligated to participate and criteria for who is exempt (Eg.
material volume, company revenue etc.).

•

Defining third party oversight (eg. compliance, governance).

•

Newspapers are traditionally included within the blue bag program, however, there will
be consideration on if they should be treated differently from a financial contribution
perspective in EPR programs instead.

•

Determining what exemptions should apply through de minimus clause, with thought given
to excluding companies with under $1 million in revenue.
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New Brunswick
Recycle New Brunswick (RNB) oversees programs as designated by the provincial Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change under the Designated Materials Regulation. Nearly all of their
current programs fall within EPR structured models: paint, oil & glycol, e-waste and the soon to
be launched PPP program.
Regulations for a new EPR program for PPP were approved in 2021, with submissions for
stewardship plans open until October 2022. Implementation of operations will be required
within 180 days of approval of stewardship plans.
Regulation stipulates brand owners must consult with the Minister of Local Government and
Local Governance Reform and the municipalities to develop a stewardship plan. If possible,
the plan should continue using existing social and capital waste diversion infrastructure,
as well as existing collection and processing system infrastructure. The plan must outline
specific materials that will be accepted for a province-wide collection system that includes
rural, residential, multi-dwellings, schools and streetscapes (eg. public parks). The program’s
operations must be outlined within the plan and a communications plan to build public
awareness and educate the population about the program is required.
The definition for PPP in New Brunswick, “refers to any material that is used for the
containment, protection, handling, delivery or presentation of a product that is provided to
a consumer, any marketing material and any packaging-like products, but does not include:
•

a designated material (tires, paint, oil & glycol, electronics).

•

a beverage container as defined in the Beverage Containers Act.

•

packaging that is unsafe or unsanitary, or could become unsafe or unsanitary by
virtue of its anticipated use, and is not suitable to be recycled.”

Packaging-like products are classified as “a container or covering that is sold as a product, is
used by a consumer for their own packaging needs and would be ordinarily disposed of after
a single use or short-term use”.
Paper products are noted as “paper that is provided to a consumer that is printed, or intended
to be printed, and includes telephone directories.” It does not include reference, literary or
textbooks, nor does it include unsafe or unsanitary products.
In response to the Business Impact Analysis that was completed by the New Brunswick
government’s Department of Finance, it was determined that the PPP program should have
an exemption for registered charitable organizations, companies with less than $2 million in
gross annual revenue, or supply less than one tonne of PPP annually. This will result in 99.8%
of small businesses being exempt from fees, however their PPP will still be included under the
program. Unlike other provinces, New Brunswick did not provide an exemption to newspaper
companies.
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Ontario
The Waste-Free Ontario Act of 2016 established two Acts (Resource Recovery and Circular
Economy Act and the Waste Diversion Transition Act) that, over ten years, would shift the
province away from a system where producers were strictly responsible for reporting and
paying fees to Industry Funding Organizations (IFOs). The IFOs owned the contracts with
service providers and were monitored by a separate oversight body with no regulatory
powers. They then shifted to a new system with a transitional timeline by product category that
repositioned producers to become individually accountable and financially responsible for their
products and packaging once consumers dispose of them. The Government of Ontario also
established Resource Productivity and Recovery Authority (RPRA) in 2016, a regulatory authority
that would monitor and enforce legislation.
RPRA is an administrative authority that was created by statute and is accountable to Ontario’s
Minister of Environment, Conservations and Parks. Its compliance decisions are independent
from the provincial government and its costs are recovered through the entities it regulates,
producers. RPRA’s activities are triggered by provincial regulations and directions from the
Minister. Overall, RPRA’s mandate is to:
•

Oversee existing waste diversion programs and the IFOs that operate them.

•

Oversee the orderly conclusion of pre-Waste Free Ontario Act programs and IFOs
as directed by the Minister.

•

Establish and operate registries and digital reporting services for obligated parties
to register and report information as required by regulation or as directed by the
Minister. This is RPRA’s main tool in achieving its compliance mandate.

•

Undertake compliance and enforce requirements of legislation and regulations
(e.g., consumer education, collection systems, registration, reporting and
performance targets).

•

Provide information to the Minister to support policy decisions.

•

Provide information to the public about Ontario’s progress in diverting waste and
resource recovery.

RPRA’s Compliance and Registry Team also has regulatory powers, such as the power to
issue compliance orders and penalties. RPRA will also be responsible for overseeing the
transition from a shared to full EPR program in Ontario and enforcing the requirements of
the new legislation.
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EPR Perspectives from Waste
Management Organizations

Panelists:
• Anne Mathewson, Executive Director, Association of Regional
Waste Management Authorities of Saskatchewan
• Albert Shamess, Director, Waste Management & Green
Operations, City of Vancouver, British Columbia
• Tera Grady, Supervisor of Solid Waste Management with the
Cariboo Regional District, British Columbia
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EPR Perspectives from
Waste Management Organizations
Saskatchewan
The Association of Regional Waste Management Authorities of Saskatchewan (ARWMAS) is a
non-profit association established in 2004. It is comprised of 19 regional waste management
authorities (eg. cities, First Nation communities, provincial parks) also known as RWMAs, and 15
associate members (eg. engineering firms, waster haulers, recycling processors).
Saskatchewan’s current EPR program for PPP is a shared responsibility model where producers
are responsible for up to 75% of costs. Consultations for an updated PPP EPR program have been
ongoing since 2020. More recently, the Household Paper and Packaging Program Plan public
consultation was completed, and a report with recommendations was submitted to government
who, in turn, reviewed and replied with their own list of recommendations, amended regulation, and
requests for further information. A third engagement session will be planned, followed by findings
and feedback to the government, with next steps to be confirmed.
The following are key takeaways and learnings from ARWMAS in regard to their EPR program
development and management:
•

Importance of contextual and accurate data. In 2016, the province had to
use Manitoba data as a reference when developing their program in absence
of Saskatchewan specific metrics. This caused discrepancies and difficulties,
emphasizing the need for accurate local data.

•

Need for standardized list of recyclable products to create consistencies in
programs and data. This would benefit not only the province and municipal program
operators by creating commonalities across regions, but also producers who could
work towards harmonized standards and end market development.

•

“Non-recyclable” packaging issues. Contamination levels impact compensation
from producers to the municipalities.

•

Inclusion of Industrial, Commercial and Institutional recyclables. This was
extremely important to rural areas, many of whom had no waste haulers that could
be contracted to collect materials in their region.

•

Incentive programs to reward efficiencies and performance to promote
effectiveness. Incentives that reward efficiency and effectiveness. The current
‘reverse incentive” increases compensation to the programs with the highest costs
and lower material recovery rates.

•

Mandatory recycling. Without mandatory participation for recycling in legislation,
some jurisdictions that chose to opt-out have become “free riders” and hop on
their neighbour’s program at no cost.

•

Timelines. Understanding the importance of timelines that allow for a gradual
transition, and continue to utilize existing infrastructure when feasible.
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City of Vancouver
British Columbia, and by extent, the City of Vancouver, went through a swift and major transition
in 2016 from no stewardship or EPR program for PPP to a model run by a new organization,
Multi-Materials BC (MMBC) which would later be renamed Recycle BC. MMBC was responsible
for quickly establishing and providing a complex province-wide residential packaging and
paper recycling system. The City of Vancouver initially signed a five-year contract and City
Council directed that there be a review after two years. The contract included a cancellation
clause where either party could exit at any point providing six months notice. The agreement
included both single and multi-family households and included a requirement for separate
glass collection. They also chose not to implement penalty fees for contamination at this time,
focusing instead on education as the program was onboarding.
The City knew costs would not initially be recouped. It had an allocated budget of $12 million
for the recycling program and recycling revenues from MMBC would be $8 million, leaving
$4 million net cost to the City. Because the City operated their recycling program as a utility,
to continue would require a cost to residents for services, whereas MMBC was required
under provincial regulation to provide their service free of charge to residents. This, along
with the City’s need for substantial funds to support program needs in other areas and costly
implications for a new fleet of trucks, made MMBC the preferred option; however at the time
MMBC did not have the capacity or resources to take on a program the size of Vancouver’s.
When the contract was up for review two years later, the choice was made to divest and
officially handover to MMBC. At that time, the organization was more established and had
increased program capacity. Turning over the programs to MMBC made sense and allowed the
City to address significant pressure to increase services in other areas that were without budget
allocations. To move forward there were three main concerns that needed to be addressed
before divesting; ensuring no union jobs were lost, maintaining city service levels and avoiding
backsliding on diversion rates for multi-family dwellings.
The approach to change required a transition plan that allowed for strong collaboration and
cooperation, as well as a timeline that would ease the process and minimize impact to the
public. A joint steering committee was established to harmonize objectives, allowing the City to
work closely with MMBC and their selected contractors.
The transition for single family dwellings proved easier than multi-family homes. Single
family routes continued as before, while the setup of multi-family dwellings required unique
approaches in many cases (eg. access to enclosures or parking areas to collect). The transition
process was deemed a success and there was no major public response.
Benefits to the City from the transition are apparent especially as markets have been
challenging and commodity prices have fluctuated. MMBC was able to use economies of scale
to maintain markets and it is much easier for MMBC to add new materials to their collection
services than it is for a Municipal Government.
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Cariboo Regional District, British Columbia
Located in the central interior of British Columbia, the Cariboo Regional District covers a vast area
with relatively low population density. Before the province moved to a full EPR model the district’s
waste management facilities and services were in need of support. There was limited access to
recycling depots, and only one of the four member municipalities had curbside recycling.
In order to partner with Recycle BC for curbside collection of PPP, Cariboo Regional District was
obligated to agree to the following terms:
•

Provide curbside collection containers. The region selected 240 litre totes that
were provided to residents.

•

Educate residents about the program.

•

Arrange for collection, which resulted in the region putting out an RFP and
engaging a private hauler.

•

Collect only residential material (no schools, fire halls, churches or restaurants).

•

Sign a contract which committed the region to a contamination rate of 3% by weight.
High fines would be used to penalize the region if no efforts were made to improve.

•

Accept financial incentives as offered by Recycle BC.

Recycle BC’s financial incentives are provided based on households serviced. Low density
housing with single stream automated collection totes, mirroring the district’s make-up, receive
the lowest incentive rates, while communities with higher density multi-stream collection receive
better compensation. Under the program, glass is not permitted in single stream collection. If
collected separately, compensation is by the tonne, not the number of households.
There is an annual financial allotment for education and administrative costs, but for the Cariboo
Regional District, the payments they receive do not fully cover their costs. Bonus payments per
household are issued if kilograms per household exceed certain thresholds, but the district has
not yet been able to reach these bonus benchmarks.
For depot collection the following parameters were set by Recycle BC:
•

Provide a secure depot. Ensure staff are present when the depot was in use and
restricted access to recyclables after hours.

•

Determine the number of households that would be serviced by each depot.

•

Educate residents about the program.

•

Indicate if IC&I materials (not included in the program) would also be collected at
the depot.
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•

Sign a contract which committed the region to a contamination rate of 3% by weight.
High fines would be used to penalize the region if no efforts were made to improve.

•

Accept copious amounts of digital data on tonnes of each material type collected
from each depot as well as payment data.

•

Accept financial incentives as offered by Recycle BC.

Recycle BC’s program also includes financial incentives for depot collections based on tonnes
of material collected and proximity of the depot to curbside programs. Incentives range from
$60 per tonne for mixed fiber in a community with curbside collection to $2,000 per tonne for
polystyrene foam. There are also resident education incentives offered based on households
serviced by depot.
Implementation of curbside programs transitioned well, with bi-weekly pick-up incentives
covering the costs of collection. One municipality chose to not partner with Recycle BC as
a collector, but was provided curbside collection as “direct service” from Recycle BC. This
collection was rolled out about 6 months after the launch of the rest of the program.
It is important to note that while regulation may stipulate that the EPR program provide full
coverage, in expansive rural communities with low density like Cariboo Regional District, not all
costs of operation are fully recouped. For depots, payments are based on tonnes of material
collected, which are usually less in lower density communities. Depots are the only option for
low density populations (new curbside PPP collection is only available to communities of 5,000
or more). Below is a sample of a depot collection.
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Conclusion
EPR is increasingly becoming the model for end-of-life management for a broad range of
post-consumer products to support waste diversion and reduction strategies. Its objective is
to shift the responsibility of waste management costs from municipalities to producers who
have the ability to make changes to their product and packaging designs to reduce waste. In
Canada, most provinces have implemented EPR models to manage PPP. While many began
with shared or partial EPR models, there is a growing movement towards full EPR programs
where producers are fully responsible for the delivery, collection and management of PPP
waste materials.
The purpose of the first formal consultation session was to provide stakeholders with
a foundational knowledge of what EPR for PPP currently looks like accross the country,
uncovering the bennefits, challenges and opportunities. MMSB thanks all the presenters from
the session for helping shed a light on the many intricacies of EPR for PPP and helping answer
some of the burning questions around the topic.
MMSB looks forward to continuing to move through the consultation sessions and learn
together. The next step in the consultion process is to host an additional formal session with
impacted stakeholders. Following this session, MMSB will then draft a framework that will be
distributed to stakeholders for their review and comment. MMSB will also be open for written
feedback and stakeholder meetings throughout the entire proccess.
Thank you to all stakeholder groups for their continued engagement and knowledge sharing
around this topic.
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Appendix

Speaker Presentations
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Packaging & Paper
Products Recycling in NL

MMSB

Beverage
Containers

Organics

Used
Tires

Waste Paint

Education & Program
Development

Electronic Waste

Waste Management
Trust Fund

Used Oil & Glycol

City of St. John’s

City of St. John’s

Waste Management Regions

Residential Blue Bag Summary

Region Name
Number of Communities
Population
Households
Program Start Date
Voluntary/Mandatory
Color of bag placed at curbside
Collection Frequency
Blue Bag Content
Description of blue bag materials

Eastern
Central
Western
141
109
82
268,159
70,861
77,100
134,281
31,806
34,000
2,009
2,015
2,018
*Voluntary
Mandatory
Mandatory
Black & Blue
Clear & Blue
Clear & Blue
biweekly
weekly
weekly
2 - fibre & container 1 - fibre & container 1 - fibre & container
same
same
same

Subtotal
332
416,120
200,087

Percent
76.15%
79.79%
82.25%

How are we doing with
blue bag recycling?

Capture Rate

43.4%

Without Service

There are 5 subregions on the island and 4
waste management committees in Labrador that
do not have a blue bag program.
This constitutes approximately 43,172
households from 104 communities.

Residential Blue Bag Summary

Region Name
Weight of material collected at curb (tonnes)
Capture rate
Net Cost Per Tonne (collection, transfer & MRF)
Capital investment in plant/MRF

$
$

Eastern
4,958
38%
688 $
11,700,000 $

Central
1,925
52%
829 $
22,500,000 $

Western Subtotal
1,647
8,530
57%
43.4%
692 $
721
-

Questions?

Extended Producer
Responsibility Approach to
Packaging and Paper Products
Recycling Program
MMSB CONSULTATION

•

Presentation
Overview

Setting the context

• What is extended producer responsibility
• EPR in Canada with a focus on

packaging and paper products (PPP)
• Origins
• Current status
• Evolution of key design elements
• Next steps

2

How did we get here?
• Technical innovation from WW II fed post-war consumerism
• Centralized mass production with distribution systems
• Introduction of plastic products and packaging

• As waste generation increased, management became more regulated
• Dumps evolved into sanitary landfills; ‘destructors’ evolved into EFW facilities

• By 1970s, renewed interest in management other than dump or burn
• In 1980s, some corporations began to take an interest in end-of-life
management by supporting ‘source separation’
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Pressure is
building
More people
More packaging
More consumption
More waste
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More
packaging
means
Shift from simple
monomer plastics to more
complex polymer plastics
More complex recycling
streams

5

More
consumption
means
Depletion of non-renewable
global reserves
Rising prices for nonrenewables
Competing demand for
limited supply

6

More waste
means
Recycling rates are not
keeping pace with waste
generation

7

Shift underway

8

Extended Producer Responsibility
• Extended producer responsibility (EPR) first proposed in
1990 in a report to the Swedish Ministry of Environment

• “An environmental protection strategy to reach an environmental objective of a decreased
total environmental impact of a product, by making the manufacturer of the product
responsible for the entire life-cycle of the product and especially for the take-back, recycling
and final disposal.“ Thomas Lindhqvist, "Towards an [EPR] - analysis of experiences and
proposals“, April 1992.

Extended producer responsibility: A policy approach under
which producers are given financial and/or physical
responsibility for treatment or disposal of post-consumer
products.
9

First steps
• Interest in disposal alternatives in 1970s led to stewardship programs
Established and overseen by government
Implemented by agencies on behalf of government
Focused on diverting designated items from disposal
Financed by visible fees at point of sale
Multi-stakeholder governance including representatives of

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Industry trade associations (generally not producers)
The public interest
Entities collecting and managing materials

• Stewardship model

• Utilized for range of products e.g., deposit containers, tires, electronics, etc.
• Not utilized for packaging and paper products
10

Stewardship model adapted for PPP
• Because municipalities were delivering residential collection services,
the stewardship model was adapted by some provinces into shared
responsibility programs for PPP
• Established by government
• Broader objectives
•
•

Divert designated items from disposal
Recover portion of costs from producers to offset municipal costs

• Administered by agencies governed by producers or their representatives e.g.,
industry funding organizations (IFOs) or producer responsibility organizations
• Operations delivered by municipalities
• Producers pay percentage of municipal costs; municipal tax-payers pay remainder
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Full producer responsibility
• One province by-passed shared responsibility and started with full
producer responsibility program
• Expanded objectives
•
•
•

Divert designated items from disposal
Make producers responsible for end-of-life management
Shift costs from municipalities and their tax-payers to producers and their consumers

• Administered by a producer responsibility organization (PRO)
• Operations delivered by municipalities under contract to producers or directly by
producers
• Financed by producers
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Current status of PPP responsibility in Canada
• Shared Responsibility
• Saskatchewan – producers pay 75%
• Manitoba – producers pay 80%
• Ontario – producers pay 50%
• Quebec – producers pay 100%
• Producer Responsibility
• BC – producers are responsible to
collect and manage

13

Key PPP system design elements
• Shared or full responsibility
• Roles and responsibilities
• Plan or regulation
• One PRO or competing PROs
• Fee modulation
• Closing the loop

14

Key design element – shared or full
• Shared responsibility
•
•
•
•
•

Municipalities are responsible for collection and processing
Producers contribute to costs
Commodity risk shared according to cost sharing structure
If targets are imposed, only municipalities have the ability to deliver
No link between supplied to consumers by producers and collected from consumers
by municipalities
• Producers design packaging and paper products in isolation from end-of-pipe
• Municipalities manage packaging and paper products at end-of-pipe in isolation from supply

• Cost sharing is typically an ongoing point of contention
• Municipalities feel they are not properly reimbursed
• Producers feel municipalities make inefficient operational decisions for political reasons
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Key design element – shared or full
• Full responsibility

• Producers are responsible to deliver collection services and manage collected
materials
• Producers are financially responsible and bear commodity risk
• Producers are responsible for performance targets
• Municipalities typically are offered a role as collectors under contract to producers
• Structured as a commercial agreement with defined payment for services
• If municipalities decline, producers must deliver using another service provider
• Feedback to producers on operational issues arising from producers’ packaging and
paper product design choices

• Provinces with shared responsibility programs for PPP are moving to
full producer responsibility
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Key design element – roles and responsibilities
• Who establishes policy
• Role of government

• Who provides oversight and enforcement

• Government
• Typically has constrained and/or inconsistent resources
• Therefore typically inconsistent oversight and enforcement
• Delegated authority
• Allows government to outsource costs
• Costs can be recovered from obligated parties
• Able to develop marketplace knowledge and technical expertise in regulated area
• If delegated authority
• How does government hold it accountable? How is it governed?
17

Key design element – roles and responsibilities
• Who is legally liable for performance outcomes

• PRO i.e., collective responsibility
• Producers typically retain a PRO and engage with the PRO on costs and fees
• Producer i.e., individual responsibility
• Producers pay more attention to collection and management systems, material
markets and system performance as these affect whether a producer is able to
meet its obligations

• Who is responsible for providing services

• Under shared responsibility, municipal role is prescribed
• Under producer responsibility, municipal role is generally not prescribed
• Prescribing municipal role precludes opting out
• Ability to opt out strengthens municipal position when negotiating with producers
18

Key design element – plan or regulation
• First generation EPR legislation required producers to submit a plan
for government approval

• Governments initially lacked experience and had no baseline data so relied on
producers to propose program design and performance targets
• Accessibility and performance targets were the result of negotiations between
government and producers and did not always align with government objectives
• Plans use non-legal language that makes enforcement challenging
• Plans are out-of-date quickly and require regular renewal
• If a single PRO is accused of abusing its monopoly position, plan approval by
government can be used as a ‘regulated conduct’ defense under the Competition
Act
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Key design element – plan or regulation
• Next generation EPR legislation is shifting to outcomes-based
regulation

• Government retains policy control
• Government consults on policy objectives and outcomes
• Government defines obligations in regulation
• Including accessibility standard and performance targets
• Government legal counsel draft regulations to accommodate enforceability
• Regulations require periodic review and updating
• No plan approval means producers and producer organizations are subject to the
Competition Act

20

Key design element – one PRO or competing PROs
• First generation EPR legislation directed or facilitated a single
producer responsibility organization (PRO)

• Directed: Waste Diversion Act directed Waste Diversion Ontario to establish IFOs:
Stewardship Ontario, Ontario Tire Stewardship, Ontario Electronic Stewardship
• Facilitated: BC Recycling Regulation allows multiple PROs but Director approval of
submitted plan becomes a barrier for a new entrant

• Producers complain about lack of choice among PROs
• Service providers complain about lack of access to the Competition Act
when a monopoly PRO abuses its dominant position
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Key design element – one PRO or competing PROs
• Next generation EPR legislation allows multiple PROs

• Producers have choice among PROs
• Producers can move between PROs for service and/or price
• PROs are motivated to provide better, more cost-efficient service to retain
producers
• PROs are subject to Competition Act so should behave accordingly
• Challenging where a single collection system must be shared by PROs
• e.g., curbside collection system for PPP; auto dealers and garages for tires;
permitted hazardous/special waste depots
• Requires collaboration among PROs and/or a clearinghouse
• Regulation must create motivation for competing PROs to collaborate on collection
• Vertically integrated PROs can leverage existing contracts and/or infrastructure as
market power in negotiations with other PROs
22

Key design element – fee modulation
• Leveraging producer fees to deliver policy objectives e.g.,

• Lower fees on items that are easier to recycle
• Higher fees on items that pose challenges in collection and processing systems

• Fee setting methodology used for PPP in BC, SK, MB, ON and QC

• Allocates system costs and revenues by material – typically aligns with objectives
• Plus shifts some costs from easier-to-recycle items to harder-to-recycle items
• Must meet ‘fee for service’ test (i.e., not a ‘tax’)

• Quebec has signalled it will require fee modulation in shift to EPR
• Harmonization over multiple jurisdictions is more likely to lead to
desired changes in packaging and product design where items are
marketed nationally or internationally
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Key design element – closing the loop
• By “making the manufacturer of the product
responsible for the entire life-cycle of the
product”, EPR is fundamentally about linking
primary and reverse supply chains

• Primary: delivering new items to consumers
• Reverse: collecting and managing the used items

• Shift from linear to closed loop production is
more likely where producers are responsible for
end-of-life products and packaging
• Federal recycled content legislation coupled with
scarcity of post-consumer materials are driving
producers’ interest in accessing materials
collected through EPR systems
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PPP in Canada – shift to full EPR underway
• Implementation
• Ontario: Scheduled to transition to full EPR
•
•

starting July 2023 and completed by end of 2025
Quebec: Scheduled to transition to full EPR in
2025
New Brunswick: Plan based on full EPR due
October 2022; implementation 6 months after plan
approval

• Consulting or developing regulation
• Alberta: Regulation for full EPR expected in June
• Manitoba: Plan to transition to full EPR with
•
•
•
•

government; regulatory amendments pending
Yukon - consulting
Saskatchewan - consulting
Nova Scotia – consulting
Newfoundland and Labrador - consulting
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Questions?
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Extended Producer
Responsibility
Newfoundland and Labrador

Waste Management Legislative Framework

Part IV Waste Paint
31.1 Definitions
31.2 Registration required
31.3 Restriction on supply of paint
31.4 Appointment of an agent
31.5 Transitional registration requirements
31.6 Contents of paint stewardship plan
31.7 Approval or imposition of plan
31.8 Amendment by board
31.9 Compliance required
31.10 Renewal of paint stewardship plan
31.11 Reuse rate
31.12 Annual report and other information
31.13 Consumer information
31.14 Passing on of costs
31.15 Fees
31.16 Remittance of fees, imposition of interest
31.17 Use of fees and interest

Waste Paint
•

In November 2010, Government amended the Regulations to
provide for the establishment of an EPR program for the
management of waste paint financed through a non-visible fee.

•

The paint industry established Product Care Recycling as the
single industry steward and launched a province-wide paint
program in the Spring of 2012.

•

In 2021, PCA collected over 144,000 litres of waste paint through
their network of 53 drop-off sites and mobile collection events.

•

61 obligated businesses, such as Home Hardware, Canadian Tire,
Home Depot & Kent, are registered under their Program.

Electronic Waste
•

In October 2012, Government amended the Regulations for the
establishment of an EPR program for the management of electronic
waste financed through either a visible or non-visible fee.

•

Representing the various regulated products brand owners brought
forward 3 stewardship programs through EPRA, CWTA & Bell Aliant.

•

In 2021, on behalf of its 421 members, EPRA collected 707 metric
tonnes of end-of-life electronics through its network of 71 drop-off sites
& collection events. CWTA collected more than 4,100 cellular phones
from 115 drop off locations. Bell Aliant collected close to 46,000 settop boxes through their lease/return program.

•

On December 10, 2020, the waste management regulations were
amended to include products such as microwaves & video game
devices.

Used Oil & Glycol
•

In November 2018, the Waste Management Regulations were
amended to support an EPR program where industry producers of oil
and glycol were made responsible for their products from the point of
production through to post-consumer recycling.

•

On behalf of its members the Used Oil Management
Association(UOMA) submitted a stewardship plan in December of
2018, which was subsequently passed by the MMSB Board in
February of 2019.

•

In 2021, UOMA exceeded legislative objectives with collections of
80% of available used oil, 56.5% of used oil filters, and 39.5% of oil
containers.

•

UOMA NL has 136 obligated businesses signed on to its Stewardship
Plan

Advancing EPR Programs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Research existing and planned EPR PPP programs
Draft a plan based upon research and internal policy
Submit plan to Board & Minister for consideration
Carry out consultations and produce “What We Heard” document
Brief Minister on outcome of consultation and await direction
If Government decides to proceed, then direction will be given to
amend the waste management regulation
7. Amendment goes to Cabinet for approval
8. Gazette

Packaging and Paper Products

• In December 2021, the Minister delegated MMSB to
initiate consultations to inform the establishment of an
industry-led extended producer responsibility model
for packaging and printed paper.
• Process to include one-on-one meetings with key
stakeholders followed by two separate full-day group
sessions.
• Written statements and in person sessions will be
encouraged from stakeholders following each of the
group sessions.

Packaging and Paper Products

• Includes the materials found in NL blue bags
• Could include additional materials
• EPR for PPP more complex than other EPR programs
to date

Waste Management Legislative Framework

Waste Management Legislative Framework

Questions?

MMSB Consultation
Allen Langdon, CEO
June 2, 2022
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Agenda
1. About Us
2. Changing EPR Landscape
•

Ontario

•

Manitoba

•

Atlantic Provinces

3. Providing Producers Access
to Recycled Content
4. Q&A
2

1. About Us
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About Us
Circular Materials:
• National not-for-profit organization.
• Created and governed by producers.
• Support producers with meeting extended
producer responsibility (EPR) obligations across
Canada.

Circular Materials Ontario:
• Ontario’s leading and only not-for-profit blue box
producer responsibility organization (PRO).

Circular Materials Atlantic:
• Not-for-profit PRO consulting on NB Stewardship
Plan for Packaging and Paper.

Advancing the Circular Economy
4

Our Founders
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Advancing the Circular Economy
• Comprehensive compliance services to
support producers with meeting the
requirements of EPR regulations.
• National harmonization of producer
services and recycling supply chain to
achieve scale and deliver savings.
• Returning materials to producers to
meet recycled content goals.

Model Built on Collaboration
• Actively engage producers through bi-weekly
Producer Working Group meetings to provide
up-to-date information on:
• Our services to producers in jurisdictions
we operate in,
• Our expansion plans, and,
• The development of our recycling supply
chain.
• Forum for producers to engage with the
Circular Materials team and provide meaningful
feedback on:
• Compliance services,
• Access to materials, and,
• National harmonization.

2. Changing EPR
Landscape
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Our Role as EPR Expands on a National Scale
Implementing:

• Ontario: Transition from July 2023 – December 2025.
• New Brunswick: Submitting draft Plan in October 2022.
• Manitoba: We will begin to provide services in 2023 and
support MMSM transition to EPR.

Participating:

• Saskatchewan: Providing comments on Regulation by June 30.
• Newfoundland and Labrador: Consulting in June 2022.
• Alberta: Final Regulation expected in June.
Monitoring:

• Nova Scotia: Awaiting Regulation.
• Yukon: Awaiting Regulation.
• Prince Edward Island: Monitoring activity.
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Our National Objectives
• One administrative body that oversees a

national harmonized approach for producer
compliance services and recycling supply
chains.

• Unlock value for producers by working on a

national scale.

• Partner with other producer responsibility

organizations to encourage synergies and
supply chain efficiencies.
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Ontario
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Ontario’s Transition to EPR
•

The Blue Box Regulation makes producers
accountable and financially responsible for
the collection and recycling of residential
blue box materials.

•

Municipalities and First Nations
communities will transition their blue box
programs to the new producer
responsibility framework.

•

Transition will occur between July 1, 2023,
to December 31, 2025.
12

Circular Materials’ Role
• To meet Ontario’s transition timelines and
increase efficiency, we will act as both:
• An Administrator responsible for operating a
common collection system for blue box material,
and,
• A PRO responsible for operating a post-collection
system for blue box material on behalf of Circular
Materials’ producers.
13

Circular Materials’ Role as an Administrator
• Establish Circular Materials as the
Administrator for the common collection
system.
• Collaborate with other PROs to establish a
method for PROs to access materials from the
collection system.
• Develop and issue RFPs for collection services.
• Award collection contracts and administer
those collection contracts either directly or in
partnership with municipalities.
• Procure and administer contracts for receiving
facilities where collection trucks unload.
14

Our Post-Collection System
• As Ontario’s largest PRO, we can
achieve producers’ vision of costefficiency through scale and
competitive procurement.
• We will procure post-collection
services that ensure producers get
the greatest value and highest
yield of material to meet their
targets and recycled content
goals/obligations.
15

Manitoba

16

Providing Services to MMSM
• Multi-Material Stewardship Manitoba
(MMSM) will transition to Circular Materials
as its primary service provider, effective
January 1, 2023.
• We will provide financial and steward
management, as well as assist with municipal
relations and supply chain services to
support the operation of the program.
• We will also support MMSM’s transition to a
full EPR model.
17

Atlantic Provinces

18

Development of NB Stewardship Plan
•

In October 2021, the Government of New Brunswick
amended the Designated Materials Regulation to
establish an EPR program for packaging and paper
products in the province.

•

Producers may designate an agent to carry out their
regulatory obligations, including submitting a
Stewardship Plan.

•

Circular Materials has developed and will
be submitting a final Stewardship Plan to Recycle NB
on behalf of its brand owners.
19

NB Plan Development and Consultation
•

On May 2, 2022, we began consulting on the draft
New Brunswick Stewardship Plan for Packaging and
Paper.

•

Comprehensive and meaningful three-month
consultation process with stakeholder-specific
webinars, website and email updates.

•

Stewardship Plan will be submitted in October
2022. The transition to EPR begins six months
following approval of the Stewardship Plan by
Recycle NB.
20

Principles for Developing This Plan

Focus on Outcomes

Foster
Innovation

Create Inducements
to Drive Outcomes

Set the Stage
for Evolution

Keep it
Simple
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Stewardship Plan Consultation Dates

Portal opens for
producer reporting

Reporting
deadline
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Other Activity: Atlantic Provinces

• Newfoundland and Labrador: Consulting
today, June 2, 2022.
• Nova Scotia: Regulations in development.
• Prince Edward Island: Monitoring.
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3. Providing Producers Access
to Recycled Content

24

Recycling Supply Chain
• We support producers with achieving

circularity through greater access to
materials.

• We are designing our recycling supply chain

to both:

• Support producers with provincial EPR
compliance, and,
• Return materials to producers to meet:
o recycled content goals, and,

o forthcoming federal recycled content
standards for plastic packaging.
25

Supply Chain Design Objectives
1. To increase the long-term supply of recycled material at the least
cost.
• To procure a supply chain that drives technological innovation to increase
supply and reduce cost.

2. To provide producers with access to those materials.
• Producers funding Circular Materials should be able to draw recycled material
from the Circular Materials’ supply chain in proportion to their portion of total
supply of that material.

3. To maximize commodity revenue when selling blue box material
to the commodity market.
26

Track and Trace
Producers
Manufacturers:

use recycled materials to
manufacture new products and
packaging

Material Recovery Facilities :
receive, sort and bale
materials for recycling.

Consumers

We are developing an
integrated IT system for
traceability, giving
producers full
transparency into the
volume of blue box
materials managed and
access to materials.

Blue Box Common
Collection System
27

Advancing the
Circular Economy

Questions?
@circmaterials

Info@circularmaterials.ca

Circular Materials

circularmaterials.ca

Extended Producer Responsibility for Printed Paper
and Packaging (EPR for PPP) and BLAE
Nova Scotia Status Update
Nova Scotia Environment and Climate Change
June 2, 2022
Nfld

Condensed History of Solid Waste Resource
Management in NS


1996 Strategy


Disposal bans



Stewardship of bev cont and tires



Landfill standard upgrades



Jobs, business



Municipal and private sector responded with infrastructure and programs



Numerous Divert NS funding programs



Added more items to EPR regulations over time



Public consultation in 2013




PPP EPR concerns at this time

PPP EPR model continues to evolve in Canada and particularly Europe

2

Current Situation: Expanding EPR in NS
Current EPR programs:
• paint, used oil/filters,
electronics

Proposed additional EPR:
• batteries, lighting and
additional electronics
(harmonized with PEI)

EPR for PPP:
• materials commonly
found in NS’ residential
blue bag system
(harmonized with NB)

3

EPR regulations




Environment Act
Regulations passed by cabinet
Roles/responsibilities


Producers


Full or shared



Payers



Producer responsibility organizations



Municipalities





Reduced costs



Level of involvement/control

Provincial government


Oversight
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Stakeholder EPR Engagement


Business


Producers, industry
associations



Service providers





Recycling and composting
facilities



Haulers

Publishers/newspapers



Municipalities



NGO’s researches,
community groups
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Consulted on


Full producer responsibility



Residential materials obligated



Dispute resolution process



Packaging-like household products


e.g., pie plates, bond paper, saran wrap



Franchisors to report for franchisees



Material specific targets
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Consulted on


First right of refusal for municipalities



education & collection



Use existing infrastructure where practical



Consideration of handling IC&I* recyclables with
residential materials (where needed)



Recycling collection service at schools (K-12)



GHG’s and Litter
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Consulted on




De Minimis i.e. exemptions levels
Packaging in the composting stream
Third party oversight





Inputs & outputs i.e. compliance

Newspapers
Ontario’s new approach was brought up by
stakeholders
 Individual

producer responsibility
 Competition


Batteries, lighting and additional electronics
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Summary


EPR for PPP is different


So many players



Cost of system



Complicated



Pros and cons to all models and components



Evolving. Learning. Continuous improvement.



PPP – level of control for municipalities



Internalized costs for PPP
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Contact Information


Bob Kenney


Recycling Development officer – NSECC



902-499-2178



robert.kenney@novascotia.ca
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Frank LeBlanc
MMSB Consultation for Extended Producer Approach
Packaging & Paper Products Recycling
June 2, 2022, St. John’s NL

SUMMARY
•

General Overview

•

Roles and Responsibilities

•

Recycle NB Programs

•

Management Plans

•

Included Products

•

Program Funding

•

Exemptions and Impacts

•

Timelines

General Overview – Recycle NB
In 2008 the NBTSB was transformed under the Clean Environment Act
– Designated Materials Regulation (Regulation 2008-54) to a new
multi-material stewardship board known as Recycle NB.
• Recycle NB is an arm’s length government entity.
• Funded 100% by consumers (no tax$$ or other government funds).
• No cross-subsidization between materials.

Title Roles
Hereand Responsibilities
Department of Environment
and Local Government
• Identify materials for
designation
• Consult with Stakeholders
• Develop Regulation
• Public Consultation
• Enact the Regulation
• Enforcement

Recycle NB
• Brand Owner Registration
• Clarify Regulation with
Department
• Work with PROs to Develop
Management Plan
• Consult with Stakeholders
• Approve Program Plan
• Program Oversight
• Program Compliance

* The lists are not intended to be exhaustive

Title HereRNB Programs
RNB oversees programs as designated by the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change under the Designated Materials
Regulation.
Current Programs:
Tires
Paint
Oil & Glycol
E-waste
PPP

Stewardship
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR

RNB – Here
Tire Stewardship Program (TSP)
Title
• The tire recycling program has been
running since 1996, first under the
NBTSB and then under RNB.
• The program is financed entirely by
consumers buying tires.
• Approximately $5 million annually.
• Stewardship program.

RNB – Paint Program
Title Here
• Regulated Paint Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) program approved
in 2008.
• Program started operating in 2009.
• First EPR program in NB.
• Approximately $1 million annually.
• PRO (Industry Agent) is Product Care
Canada.

– Oil and Glycol Program
TitleRNB
Here
• Regulated Oil & Glycol EPR program
approved in 2014.
• Program started operating in 2015.
• Second EPR program in NB.
• Approximately $2.5 million annually.
• PRO is Used Oil Management
Association-Atlantic.

RNB – E-Waste Program
Title Here
• Regulated E-waste EPR program
approved in 2015.
• Program started operating in 2017.
• Third EPR program in NB.
• Approximately $4.5 million annually.
• PRO is Electronic Products
Recycling Association.

RNB – PPP Program
Title Here
• Regulated PPP EPR program
approved in 2021.
• Program operations TBD (based on
Program Plan).
• Fourth EPR program in NB.
• Estimated $15-18 million annually.
• PRO is TBD.

Program Management Plan
tle Here
Regulation states that during the development of a stewardship plan, the
brand owner shall:
• Consult with the Minister of Local Government and Local Governance
Reform on provision of solid waste collection and disposal services to a local
service district, rural community or regional municipality
• Consult with Regional Service Commissions and local governments
(municipalities)
• Consider the interests of RSCs and local governments, including existing
social and capital waste diversion infrastructure, and if practicable, plan to
use existing infrastructure in the performance of the duties of the brand
owner

Program Management Plan
tle Here
• Consider existing collection and processing system infrastructure
and use where practicable.
–

Consultation with RSCs and Local Gov’t (Regulation)

• Develop a province-wide collections system.
–
–
–
–

Residential
Multi Unit Dwellings (condos, apartments)
Schools
Streetscapes (parks, public spaces)

• Develop list of included materials
• Develop program operations
• Develop a communications plan

tle Here
What products are included…
Packaging
“Packaging” means any material that is used for the containment,
protection, handling, delivery or presentation of a product that is
provided to a consumer, any marketing material and any packaginglike products, but does not include:
(a) a designated material (tires, paint, oil & glycol, electronics).
(b) a beverage container as defined in the Beverage Containers Act.
(c) packaging that is unsafe or unsanitary, or could become unsafe
or unsanitary by virtue of its anticipated use, and is not suitable
to be recycled.

TitleWhat
Here
products are included…
Packaging-like products
“Packaging-like product” means a container or covering that is sold
as a product, is used by a consumer for their own packaging needs
and would be ordinarily disposed of after a single use or short-term
use, but does not include:
(a) a product designed for the containment of waste.
(b) a product that is unsafe or unsanitary, or could become unsafe or
unsanitary by virtue of its anticipated use, and is not suitable to be
recycled.

TitleWhat
Here
products are included…
Paper
“Paper” means paper that is provided to a consumer that is printed,
or intended to be printed, and includes telephone directories, but
does not include:
(a) reference books
(b) literary books
(c) text books
(d) paper that is unsafe or unsanitary, or could become unsafe or
unsanitary by virtue of its anticipated use, and is not suitable
to be recycled.

Program funding flow

Title HereBrand Owners

Who is exempt?

Brand owners are exempt if they:
• Generate less than $2 million in gross annual revenue in NB.
• Supply or distribute less than one tonne of PPP annually in NB.
• Are a registered charitable organization.

Title
NoHere
impact to small businesses
As a result of a comprehensive Business Impact Analysis completed by
the Department of Environment and Local Government, it has been
determined that the New Brunswick PPP program de minimis of less than
$2Million in gross annual revenue or the supply of less than 1 tonne of
packaging or paper products will result in 99.8% of small NB
businesses being exempt from paying fees, however their PPP material
will still be included.

Consultation undertaken by DELG saw PRO’s, CFIB, RCC and individual
brand owners providing input on the subject.
In the end, less than $2Million and less than 1 tonnes was determined to
be the acceptable levels for government

Title Here

Timelines

Brand owners must register with Recycle NB within 120
days after the amendment of the Designated Material
Regulation is filed (February 11, 2022).
Submission of a PPP stewardship plan to Recycle NB
within 12 months of the amendment of the Regulation
(October 14, 2022).
Implementation of the plan within 180 days of Recycle
NB’s approval of the PPP products stewardship plan
(anticipated Spring of 2023).

Title Here
QUESTIONS?
www.recyclenb.com
info@recyclenb.com

Regulation and
Oversight for EPR Panel:
RPRA and EPR in Ontario
For MMSB’s Consultation for Extended
Producer Approach to Packaging & Paper
Products Recycling
Mary Cummins, RPRA Registrar
June 2, 2022

Agenda
1. Ontario’s Circular Economy Legislation
2. Who is RPRA?
3. Ontario’s Blue Box Regulation
i. Legacy waste diversion program
ii. Transition to full producer responsibility
iii. Current state

Ontario’s Circular
Economy Legislation

Brief history of EPR in Ontario
• Industry Funding Organizations (IFO) operate approved Program Plans
1. Stewardship Ontario – Blue Box Program Plan and Municipal Hazardous or Special
Waste Program Plan
2. Ontario Electronics Stewardship – Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Program
Plan
3. Ontario Tire Stewardship – Used Tire Program Plan
• Stewards (producers) required to report and pay fees to IFOs in order to meet their
obligations
• IFOs contract with service providers (collectors, haulers and recyclers) to achieve the
requirements in the approved Program Plans
• Oversight body (i.e., Waste Diversion Ontario) with no regulatory powers (e.g., targets, free
riders) monitored the IFOs operations (e.g., steward rules, fee setting, etc.)

Waste Free Ontario Act
• Needed to shift from the existing model to increase oversight, compliance, innovations, competition, etc.
• Waste-Free Ontario Act, 2016 proclaimed into law November 30, 2016 and enacted two Acts:
• Waste Diversion Transition Act, 2016 (WDTA)
 Outlines the legislative framework for winding up and transitioning legacy waste
diversion programs
• Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 (RRCEA)
 Provides a new producer responsibility framework where producers are individually
accountable and financially responsible for their products and packaging once
consumers dispose of them
• Former Waste Diversion Ontario overhauled as the Resource Productivity and Recovery Authority
and mandated to administer the WDTA and RRCEA and their associated regulations, including the Blue
Box Regulation

Who is RPRA?

RPRA’s mandate
• Oversee existing waste diversion programs and the IFOs that operate them
• Oversee orderly wind up of the programs and IFOs as directed by the Minister
• Establish and operate registries and digital reporting services for obligated parties to
register and report information as required by regulation or as directed by the Minister (main
tool in achieving compliance mandate)
• Undertake compliance and enforce requirements of legislation and regulations (e.g.,
consumer education, collection systems, registration, reporting and performance targets)
• Provide information to the Minister to support policy decisions
• Provide information to the public about Ontario’s progress in diverting waste and resource
recovery
RPRA does not determine policy or write regulations nor does RPRA arrange for the collection
or recycling of end-of-life products or materials in Ontario

How is RPRA governed?
• Administrative Authority – created by statute to administer regulatory programs, but not part of
government
• Compliance decisions are independent from government
• Accountable to Minister of the Environment, Conservation and Parks per legislation and
Operating Agreement
• Skills based board – Minister appoints 5 of 11; Ministry observer
• Costs recovered through fees charged to obligated parties
o Currently fees are only applied to producers; could be broadened in future
o IFO and ISO costs recovered
o No government funding
• Activities triggered by regulations and Minister’s directions

Compliance and enforcement
RPRA’s Compliance and Registry Team has the typical powers of a provincial regulator:
• Broad inquiry powers including authority to compel documents and data
• Inspections and investigations
• Audits
• Compliance Orders and Administrative Penalty Orders; amounts to be set in regulation (Deputy
Registrar and Registrar only)
• Prosecution

RPRA’s primary approach to compliance is through communications (Communicating for
Compliance)
• RPRA communicates directly with obligated parties and informs them of their requirements and
when they must complete their requirements
• High degree of compliance is being achieved

Transitions to date
Tires transitioned to the new producer responsibility
framework on January 1, 2019

Batteries transitioned on July 1, 2020

Electronics transitioned on January 1, 2021

Hazardous and Special Products
transitioned on October 1, 2021
Blue Box to transition between
July 1, 2023, and December 31, 2025

Ontario’s Blue
Box Regulation

Legacy Blue Box Program
• Through Ontario’s Blue Box Program, recyclable materials such as paper, glass, plastic and aluminum
are collected from residences in over 240 municipalities and First Nation communities across the
province.
• Stewardship Ontario is the not-for-profit, IFO that operates the Blue Box Program on behalf of industry
stewards (first importers, brand owners or franchisors) of packaging and printed paper that end up in
residential blue boxes.
• RPRA is responsible for overseeing the program and Stewardship Ontario, as well as supporting program
operations.
• Key elements of the program:

• Stewards are collectively responsible for the end-of-life management of printed paper and packaging
• Municipalities and First Nation communities provide collection and processing services to residents
• Funded through a shared producer responsibility model, in which municipalities and stewards share costs (roughly
50/50)
• Stewardship Ontario collects data from stewards to set their fees
• RPRA collects data from participating communities to determine the net program cost and to allocate funding back
to municipalities collecting and managing Blue Box materials

2020 Blue Box Program by the numbers

250 programs operating across
the province with 5,373,556
households receiving Blue Box
services (~93%)

Blue Box
recovery rate
was 59.9%

Program costs increased 6.6%
from 2019 to $349.8 M

For more information, read RPRA’s 2020 Datacall Report.

756,984 marketed tonnes of
Blue Box materials, a 3.7%
increase from 2019

Revenues from the sale of
materials dropped 4.0% from
2019 to $53.2 M

Ontario’s New Blue Box Regulation
• On June 3, 2021 (amended April 14, 2022), the Ontario Government released the Blue Box
Regulation, which:
•

makes producers fully accountable and financially responsible for their products and packaging once they
reach their end of life and are disposed

•

sets mandatory and enforceable requirements for collection systems

•

gives producers choices for resource recovery services in a competitive market

• Unlike under the legacy program where stewards/producers were only responsible for funding 50%
of the programs provided by municipalities and First Nation communities to manage Blue Box
materials, producers are now responsible for establishing a collection and management
system to manage Blue Box materials and for funding that system.
• The current program will transition to the new framework between July 1, 2023, and December 31,
2025.
•

Municipalities and First Nation communities currently providing collection services will transition to the
producer-run system in phases.

• RPRA is responsible for overseeing the transition of the legacy program to the new producer
responsibility framework and enforcing the requirements of the regulation.

Where are we in the transition?
June
2021

• Government releases Blue Box Regulation

• Communities submit information about their current Blue Box collection systems to RPRA
• PROs register with RPRA
• There are four registered PROs
• PROs start contracting with producer clients
• Producers register with RPRA
• There are 946 registered producers
• Estimating 1,350 producers will register
• Processors (e.g., material recycling facilities) register with RPRA

• Annual producer supply reporting to RPRA

July
2023

• Individual producer responsibility requirements come into effect
• Communities start transitioning to producer-run system
• Reporting on the performance of the system

Visit www.rpra.ca to learn more
For more information on Ontario’s Blue Box Regulation
and transition to the new producer responsibility
framework, visit: https://rpra.ca/programs/bluebox/regulation/

ARWMAS’
Presentation to
MMSB’s
Consultation on
an Extended
Producer
Approach to
Packaging &
Paper Products
Recycling

June 2, 2022

Who is ARWMAS?




ARWMAS (pronounced “AR-MAS”) is the
Association of Regional Waste Management
Authorities of Saskatchewan
The Non-profit Association was registered in
Saskatchewan, October 28, 2004

o Members include 19 Regional Waste

Management Authorities (RWMAs) and 15
Associate members

o ARWMAS represents the interests of 60% of the

population outside of the province’s two
largest cities, Regina and Saskatoon

Vision Statement
Regional waste management authorities in
Saskatchewan continue to diversify their
operations by demonstrating a higher rate
of diversion from landfill at a lower per
capita cost than standalone programs
achieve.

Mission Statement
To promote regionalization by providing a forum
to assist waste authorities in Saskatchewan
develop sustainable waste management
programs that reduce dependency on landfills
through effective waste minimization practices,
consultation with government and collaboration
with ARWMAS members.

What’s Up ARWMAS?
Secure sustainable funding for waste
diversion programs in Saskatchewan.

















Explore economic opportunities, related
to end uses for recyclable materials, to keep
them in the circular economy.

Expand regional waste management in
Saskatchewan, (one of the pillars identified in
the Saskatchewan Solid Waste Management
Strategy).
Promote waste minimization, thereby
decreasing municipal dependence on
landfills.

Job One - 2022
 Facilitate

discussion with ARWMAS’

members to determine if Extended
Producer Responsibility (EPR) for
household packaging and paper is an
option worth pursuing for municipal
recycling programs in Saskatchewan.

Red Tape Review
 The

Household Paper and Packaging
Program Plan was reviewed, early 2020.
 Public consultation, Spring 2020.
 “What We Heard” document released
Summer 2020
 Ministry has recommended changes to
the current program
 Engagement sessions, June 2022

… Let the games begin!

RWMA Concerns
 Lack

of baseline data
 Need for common list of recyclables
 Adjustments to municipal pay-outs
 “Non-recyclable” packaging issues
 IC&I in rural areas
 Effectiveness & Efficiency
 Free riders
 Lack of Transparency

A Strong Foundation


GHG Reporting



Seasonal Households



Multi-Material Stewardship
Western’s (MMSW) Staff Relations



Program Management

The Transition Hurdle
 This

might surprise you…

Separation Anxiety

Next Steps:
Participate in 3 Engagement
Sessions in June
 Provide feedback to the Ministry by
June 30th on proposed changes
 Continue dialogue with regional
waste authorities and municipal
partners (SUMA and SARM)


Our Parting Advice…
It’s a cautionary tale…


Do your homework

Up to 75% (in SK) funding is more
“up to” than a guaranteed 75%
 Listen to what the next speaker has
to say; we really think BC did it
right!


Anne Mathewson, Executive Director
Association of Regional Waste Management
Authorities of Saskatchewan Inc. (ARWMAS)
Suite 260 - 510 Cynthia Street
Saskatoon, SK S7L 7K7
(306) 975-0851
arwmas@sasktel.net
www.arwmas.com

City of Vancouver
Transfer of Recycling to RecycleBC

Albert Shamess
Director, Waste Management & Green Operations

•One of 22 municipalities in the region of Metro Vancouver
•Regional population about 2.5 million
•City of Vancouver – population ~ 600,000
City of
Vancouver

City of Vancouver, British Columbia
• Approx. 600,000 people,

Background
• Provincial regulation required stewards to take overall
responsibility for PPP
• Multi-Material BC is the agency of the Stewards
• MMBC plan allowed for participation of Municipalities on
a right of fist refusal basis
• Participation as contracted collector
• Remuneration based on per household or per unit cost

Background
• City chose to sign on as a contractor with review after
2 years
– MMBC was a new organization
– Working to gear up for a province wide program
– Would not have the capacity to take on a program the size of
Vancouver’s

• Select Contract requirements:
– Separate collection of glass
– Responsibility for minimizing contamination
– Maintaining a communications/education program

Collection - Recycling
•
•
•
•

109,000 single family + 169,000 multi-family ~ 32,000 tpy
$12 million budget
$8 million in recycling revenue from MMBC
Recycling delivered entirely by City crews

Recycling Costs vs MMBC Revenues
– Single Family
• 109,000 SF units - COV cost to deliver ~ $9M/yr
– Includes set up of separate glass collection

• Revenue from MMBC $38.50/unit = $4.1M/yr

– Multi Family
• 169,000 MF units - COV cost to deliver ~ $3M/yr
– Includes set up of separate collection of glass

• Revenue from MMBC $23.75/unit - $3.9M/yr

– $12M Cost - $8M Revenue = $4M net for City

Why did CoV Divest?
• Primarily a Financial
•
•
•
•

Cost vs revenues
Capital outlay for new fleet of trucks
Funds could be used for other areas under pressure
Challenges with material marketing

• Original Council Decision was sign contract revisit in 2
years.
• Lack of capacity within MMBC

• 2 years in:
• Financial situation still the same
• MMBC had more internal capacity
• City under significant pressure in street cleaning

City Council Concerns with Divesting
• Councils Biggest issues were:
– Job loss – had to guarantee no job loss and work
with Union
– Service quality/levels – MMBC indicated they would
maintain City service levels
– Loss of control and backsliding on diversion – By-law
to Mandate Recycling at the building level for all
sectors
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Approach to the Change
• Required very close cooperation/Partnership
• Provided enough time (10 mo.) to set up for transfer
• Key focus of both parties

– Minimizing impact to the public
– Seamless service change
– Gradual transition of 311 service

• Working closely with MMBC and their selected contractors
–
–
–
–
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Open sharing of info
Joint efforts around communication
Minimize barriers to cooperation
Manage Union interactions

Results/Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•

Generally Seamless transition
Some hiccups as new contractors got used to programs
Very few escalated calls
Very little media attention
Relatively low call volume overall and reducing over
time
• Multi-family was more complicated that Single family
• Resident confusion around program centered on
• City contracting out
• Still paying for it in their taxes
• Wanting to call the City no matter what

Benefits to the City Since Transition
• Budget predictability
• Not subject to market pressures
• RecycleBC can add materials easier
• Partial list of additions
–
–
–
–
–
–

Egg cartons
Multi-layer bags
Take out Coffee cups and plastic cold drink cups
Frozen dessert boxes
Aseptic Cartons
Aerosol cans

Questions?
Albert Shamess – Director Waste Management and Green
Operations, City of Vancouver albert.shamess@vancouver.ca
RecycleBC – website http://www.Recyclebc.ca/
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Packaging & Paper
EPR: Transition
Experience

Tera Grady, Supervisor of Solid Waste Management
June 2, 2022

Location
• Cariboo Regional District is in the central
interior of British Columbia

Region

Landfills
Transfer Stations
Recycling Depot

• Over 80,000 square
kilometers
• 20,000+ population
in 4 member
municipalities
• 40,000+ population in
12 Electoral Areas
• 15 landfills
• 18 transfer stations
• 16 Recycling depots

Background – Before EPR For PPP
• Limited recycling depot access

• High contamination rates
• Poor data on tonnes and types of recyclables being collected

• Majority of refuse sites were non-controlled (no attendants and no
restrictions on access)
• Only one of four member municipalities provided curbside recycling
collection
• Solid Waste Management Plan (approved in 2013) required increased
access to recycling drop off for all residents

During MMBC’s (Recycle BC) Sales Pitch
• Committed early to working with MMBC - fulfilled our Solid Waste
Management Plan requirements of implementing recycling access

• Requested 18 depots (all were approved)
• Worked with two member municipalities to partner with MMBC for curbside
recycling services

• Prepared to control our busiest refuse sites
• Transitioned to automated curbside garbage collection in one
member municipality and one area of the Regional District

Requirements for CURBSIDE Collectors
• Partnering with Recycle BC for the collection of PPP for curbside
collection included:
•
•
•
•

Providing curbside collection containers
Educating residents
Arranging for collection
Collecting only residential material (no schools, fire halls, churches or
restaurants)
• Signing a contract with Recycle BC which included very low contamination
rate of 3% by weight, and high fines if contamination was high and no efforts
were made to improve
• Accepting the Financial Incentives that were offered

Requirements for DEPOT Collectors
• Partnering with Recycle BC for DEPOT collection included:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing a secure depot, with restricted access to recyclables after hours
Determining the number of households that would be serviced by each depot
Educating residents
Ensuring staff were present when the depot was in use
Indicating if ICI materials (not included in the program) would also be
collected at the depot
• Signing a contract with Recycle BC which included very low contamination
rate of 3% by weight, and high fines if contamination was high and no efforts
were made to improve
• Accepting copious amounts of digital data on tonnes of each material type
collected from each depot as well as payment data
• Accepting the Financial Incentives that were offered

Curbside Collection Financial Incentive
• Curbside programs receive “Financial Incentives” for each household
serviced based on the type of collection:

• Low density housing, with single stream automated totes have lowest incentive
• High density housing, with multi-stream (fiber products collected separately from
containers) receives highest incentive
• Glass is not permitted in single stream collection, if collected separately,
compensation is by the tonne, not number of households

• Education and Administration “top ups” are provided annually per
household
• Bonus payments per household are issued if kilograms per household
exceed certain thresholds

Depot Collection Financial Incentives
• Depot collection incentives are based on tonnes of each material type
collected, and the proximity of the depot to a curbside program
• Incentives range from $60 per tonne for mixed fiber in a community with
curbside collection to $2,000 per tonne for polystyrene foam
• Resident education “top up” is provided based on households serviced by
depots

First Year: Curbside

• Curbside programs were easy to transition
• Education and Administration Incentives did
not cover actual cost to do promotion and
education
• With every-other week pick-up the
Collection Incentive covered the cost of
collection
• Contamination rates were close to 20%
initially
• Curbside audits and education campaign
reduced contamination to less than 7%
• Direct curbside service for one municipality that did not sign on as a collector
was rolled out about 6 months after launch

First Year: Depots
• 11 depots rolled out in first year as they
were controlled
• Scrambled to determine the best way to
collect materials
• No indication in advance of what kind of
collection system would be “provided”
• Ended up with 4’x4’x4’ “Mega Bags”
• Painted plywood structures were
quickly built to cover and house the
mega bags

Years Two to Five
• Remainder of depots were established as controls were put in place.
• Some satellite depots established for remote areas of the Region
• Satellite means the collector is responsible for the costs to move PPP from
the satellite location to the closest “primary” depot.
• Utilized 20-foot shipping containers with roll up doors

Full vs Partial EPR Models
• BC’s Recycling Regulation stipulates that EPR programs cover the full cost of
managing their products
• Don’t have personal experience with partial models; however, it’s my
understanding that provinces with partial models are shifting to full models
• Although the BC Regulation stipulates PROs cover the full cost of managing
their products, that does not mean that every collector receives their full
costs to collect

• Collection costs vary by population and location, incentives are based on averages or
what was considered defendable and reasonable
• The “post collection costs” are paid for by the PROs, for depots, this includes the
hauling from the point of collection, bailing, hauling to centralized MRF, recycling, and
residuals management

Stewardship Plan Updates in BC
• BC’s has over 22 ERP programs, each with their own Stewardship Plan
• During Stewardship Plan updates, Local Governments are encouraged to
participate in the consultation process by providing comments and
examples to the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy on
the PRO’s program performance
• The clearer the Regulation is the easier it is to hold PRO’s accountable
• Three of the most common Local Government comments are related to:
1. Accessibility Standards  what size of population justifies access? What is a
“reasonable drive time”
2. Recovery Targets  Provincial vs Regional
3. Producer Paying the Costs  requires good data in advance of a program launch

Thank you!
Tera D. Grady, BSc, RPF
Supervisor of Solid Waste Management
tgrady@cariboord.ca

